
 
 

Clayfield Goal Instructions 
 
Goals 
The parts for the goals are stored in the left-hand changing room. Cross bars go across the room from 
the door to the far-right hand corner.  The posts are neatly stored on the floor in groups of four and 
are labelled full or youth and matching ends L or R 

 
Crossbars                       Full-size posts                 Youth 11 posts 
 
Nets and Pegs 
The nets, pegs and corner posts are stored in the green shed.  The red net bags have two full-size 
11 nets and the black bags have youth 11 nets 
 

 
Instructions for putting goals up 

1. Take one set of posts, crossbars, nets, and pegs to each goal for the pitch you want to use. 
One person should be able to carry each post and two to carry the crossbar 

2. Lay all three pieces on the floor with the slot facing upwards 
3. Slot each post in turn onto the crossbar and tighten the black tightening bolt. This is a bit 

fiddly until you get the posts exactly square with crossbar- DO NOT USE THE MALLET  
4. Clip the net onto the goal while it is still on the floor. Black triangle at each end clips into the 

post (see below) 
5. Remove the caps covering the holes in the ground. You may need a peg to pull out peg 

securing cap 
6. Lift crossbar end of the goal whilst ensuring the bottom of the post is static until the posts are 

vertical. You’ll need three people to do this as the goals are awkward when assembled 
7. Walk the goal to the slots in the ground and lower gently into the ground once both posts are 

lined up with the holes 
8. Secure nets with pegs as before 

 
Step 3                     Step 4 
 
Instructions for taking goals down 

1. Undo pegs from nets 
2. Slide up goals by gripping round both posts and lifting upwards gently 
3. Carefully move goals away from the hole 
4. Cover hole with cap and secure with peg (may take a few goes to find soft ground) 
5. Unclip nets from posts 
6. Undo black tightening bolt slot out post and then tighten black bolt again 
7. Carry posts and cross bar back to changing room and put back as you found them! 

 


